Agreement Contract
What we agree to
1.We will do everything within our power to please the customer. (that’s how we keep customers)
2.We currently have over 25 artist and radio stations using our tracks. ( They will be good solid tracks)
3. Our soundtracks will be produced according to our customer’s request. Style, tempo, key, ect… and
be produced to sound as professional as possible.We will not reproduce the soundtracks without
pay.
4. This is a ministry that I have started to help other writers.The soundtracks will be clean ( no back
ground noises) and done to the best of our ability. We do not claim to be a Nashville studio but have
you checked their prices?
5. The tracks will be made using computer generated music (mini) along with actual instruments.
6. There are examples on this website with some of the music I can produce. Please listen to these to
see if they are acceptable. More is being added
7. Turn around time will be around two weeks unless other wise stated at time they are ordered.
8. Prices will be quoted before hand and not changed unless you want more instruments.
What you agree to
1. By submitting these songs to be produced the writer or artist declares to posses legal copyright
ownership.
2. Pay will be sent before production begins.
3. Lion of Judah music is not liable to pay royalties of any kind.
4. Lion of Judah Music is not to be held accountable for any copyright infringements that may occur
directly or indirectly due to services rendered.
5. All terms,fees, guideline and disclaimer are subject to change without notice
6. Because music is open to so many interpretational differences between artist and writers you
will not hold Lion of Judah responsible for tracks done that do not suit what you wanted; due to lack
of suggestions and information.

Signed________________________________________

Date______________

